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1. INTRODUCTION 
One only needs to glance casually through the fundamental compendia by 
Dunford and Schwartz [6] and by Dinculeanu to see how extensively linear 
operators on the Lebesgue spaces L"(S, 33, CL) and L,n(S, Pi?', p) have been 
studied.1 More recently, nonlinear operators on spaces of measurable func- 
tions have generated considerable interest as evidenced by the work of 
Krasnosel’skii [g].s In [I], the authors have studied certain nonlinear operators 
defined on some sets of measures. 
The motivation for the present article comes from the results obtained by 
Mizel in [9] and by Mizel and Sundaresan in [lo]. Suppose (S, -2, p) is a 
measure space and that E and Y are Banach spaces with E, in addition, being 
separable. An operator @ from the vector space n/r(S, E) of E-valued Bochner 
measurable functions on S into Y is said to be additive if 
w + g) = @(f) + @cd 
for all f ,  g in M(S, E) with p-almost everywhere disjoint supports. Speci- 
fically, [9] and [lo] consider the case where @ satisfies certain regularity 
* The authors express their gratitude to Victor J. Mizel for his many helpful 
comments. 
r For example, in [4] it is shown for the Banach space E that if Q, is a linear mapping 
of LEP(S, I, IL) into a Banach space F with 1) @A IID < CO for A in the tribe Y$ (of 
subsets of S that are o-finite with respect to f~), then there is a unique measure u 
mapping 97 into the collection L(E, F) (of bounded linear maps from E into F) such 
that u has finite q semivariation and such that G(J) =: I.fdu. 
z For example, in the study of transformations of the form s -+ 5.~. 
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conditions3 and is defined on L,p(S, g’, p). The problem under consideration 
was to characterize the additive functions that admit a representation4 of the 
form 
where v satisfies certain conditions5 related to those occurring in the theory 
of nonlinear integral equations (see [8]). 
In particular, the main result of [lo] states that if @ is an additive function 
from L,“(S, 2?, CL) into Y satisfying regularity conditions and if (S, B’, CL) is a 
complete u-finite measure space, then there is a “uniform p-Caratheodory” 
function 91 mapping E x S into Y such that 
This function v satisfies ~(0, ) = 0 a.e. and is unique up to the sets of the form 
E x M, where N is a null subset of S. Conversely, if v is a uniform p-Cara- 
theodory function and if ~(0, ) = 0, then (1) defines an additive function @ 
satisfying the regularity conditions. 
Although the representation via the function v is suitable for many pro- 
blems, the regularity utilized is quite complicated. For example, among the 
regularity conditions that @ must satisfy are those needed by Rieffel in [ll] 
to obtain a Radon-Nikodym theorem. 
In this paper, we obtain a representation for certain nonlinear operators on 
the Lebesgue spaces Lp(S, E) = LE*(S, 2, CL) that bypasses the Caratheodory 
function q in favor of an integral defined relative to a vector-valued measure 
v whose values are nonlinear scalar (or vector)-valued functions on E. We 
call these Nemytskii measures. 6 Our representation will be of the form 
Q(f) = Jfd~. We show that every f E L”(S, E) is “integrable” in this sense. 
3 The continuity conditions contained in [lo] are as follows: (a) for all e EF, Cp, has 
almost locally compact average range, where G,(B) = @(~~a), B E L5?, and p(B) < co; 
(b) If B E B and p(B) < co, then Ge has finite variation; (c) On each B of finite 
measure, {@elm is locally uniformly continuous in variation; (d) CD is continuous 
relative to the p-norm if p < co and continuous relative to bounded a.e. convergence 
ifp= Co. 
4 Several authors previously considered this problem for Y or E being the real line 
(see [5] and [12]). 
s For any function p(f, s) of two variables, f E [w = E and s E S, the conditions are 
that p be locally uniformly continuous with respect to f for almost all s E S and that it 
be Bochner measurable with respect to s for all f in E. For the case E, arbitrary 
analogous conditions are given. 
6 The problem of obtaining sufficiently general criteria for continuity and complete 
continuity of nonlinear integral operators was apparently first posed by V.V. Nemytskii. 
The first theorems in this direction were also (see [S]) obtained by him. 
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Our regularity conditions on @ are different from those alluded to previously; 
however, they are related to the p-norm. Our representation is obtained for 
the class HP(D(S, E)) of Hammerstein operators @ on Ln(S, E) (subject to 
certain regularity conditions). The Hammerstein condition is slightly 
stronger than the additivity condition referred to previously. On the other 
hand, the regularity conditions on each appear to be different. 
In [2], Batt considered an approach similar to ours for the representation 
of Hammerstein operators from C(S, E)’ to I’. Our representation thus 
unifies the theory for operators on C(S, E) and operators on D(S, E). 
We consider 3? to be the Bore1 semitribe (or a-ring, see [4]) generated by 
the compact subsets of a locally compact Hausdorff space and p to be a 
nonnegative regular Bore1 measure defined on g, which is finite on compact 
subsets of S.8 For a Banach space E and for 1 <p < co, we denote by 
LP(S, E) = LX’(S, %, #u-L; E) the set of all Bochner p-integrable (relative to p) 
E-valued functions on S. We denote by ND , the p-norm for Lp(S, E). 
For a: > 0, S > 0, we define the scalar-valued set functions A,,, on the 
lattice To of relatively compact open subsets of S. These set functions (which 
are defined in terms of a fixed real-valued Hammerstein operator #) play an 
important role. First, we show that they may be extended to regular countably 
additive scalar-valued Bore1 measures (see Lemma 4). They are then used to 
obtain a bound for the difference in the value of $I (the fixed operator) at a 
continuous function and its value at a related characteristic function (see 
Proposition 2). 
Our first main result shows that there is an algebraic isomorphism between 
the set HP(LJ’(S, E)) of scalar-valued Hammerstein operators and 
M[97, U(E, C)], the collection of all additive set functions from W into the not 
necessarily linear space U(E, C) that satisfy our regularity conditions (see 
Theorem 1). Here U(E, C) represents a collection of (locally) bounded scalar- 
valued functions r on the Banach space E that satisfy $(O) = 0 and that are 
(locally) continuous with respect to pseudovariation (see definition later). 
Our second main result deals with the case where @ maps L”(S, E) into 
another Banach space Y, which satisfies a modified form of the inequality (v) 
’ Here S is assumed to be a compact Hausdorff space, and C(S, E) is the space, with 
supremum norm topology, of continuous E-valued functions on 5’. 
* There is no need to consider more general measure spaces since Kakutani’s 
theorem (see [4], p. 372, for a proof) tells us that the present ones under consideration 
are the most reasonable. In particular, if 9 is a ring of subsets of a set S’, if X is a 
Banach space, and if P’: 9 --f X is a measure with finite variation, then there is a 
locally compact totally disconnected Hausdorff space S and a regular Bore1 measure p 
mapping the Bore1 sets ?8 into X such that for every pair (E,F) of Banach spaces 
X C L(E, F) and Ln(S’, 8’, p’; E) is isometric and isomorphic to Lp(S, a’, p; E) for 
1 < p < %. If the (equivalence classes) f’ EL”(S’, E) and f E L”(S, E) are in cor- 
respondence, then ss, f’ & = ss f dp’. 
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given for M[B, U(E, C)]. We represent the set HP(Lp(S, E), Y) of such 
operators as M[g, U(E, Y)]. Here our set U(E, Y) is as defined before except 
now it is for a set of Y-valued functions. The concept of an adjoint of a non- 
linear operator as defined in [3] is used. The techniques that are adopted in 
the proofs of various assertions are similar to those in [3]; however, here it 
was necessary to make crucial adjustments and extensions. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND MAIN RESULTS 
Here we specify some additional notations and definitions. 
We denote the subspace inD(S, E) consisting of all continuous E-valued 
functions on S with compact support by K(S, E). We designate by I the 
closed unit interval, and often we have the occasion to consider K(S, I). 
By C we denote the field of scalars. By C(S, I) we mean all continuous 
I-valued functions on S. For any subset A C S, we designate by xA the 
characteristic function of A. For any scalar Fz, we represent by k the constant 
function taking S to k. 
We recall the following well-known result (its proof depends upon the 
regularity of p (see, e.g., [4, p. 3251). 
PROPOSITION 1. For 1 <p < co, the subset K(S, E) is dense in Lp(S, E). 
Some important subsets of S are the following. A subset A C S is said to 
be a zero set in S if there is an f  E C(S, I) such that 
A = Z(f) = {s E s: f(s) = 0). 
The subset A is a cozero set of S if A is the complement (denoted by %Z) of 
some zero set 2 in S. The subset A is said to be a one set if there 
is an f E C(S, I) such that A = 8(f) = {s E S: f (s) = l}. Of course, one sets 
coincide with zero sets. The former is only for convenience in notation. For a 
function f in Lp(S, E), we define the a-zero set of f (for 0 < 6) to be 
Z,(f) = {s E S: IIf(s)ll >, 3. Al so, for any functions f, g E Lp(S, E), 
we will need to consider the difference set of f and g, that is, 
D(f> g) = 6 E S: f(s) # g(s)> and the equality set of f and g, that is, 
E(f, g) = (s E S: f (s) = g(s)}. The support, (Supp f), of a function f E C(S, I) 
is just the cozero set off. 
Let us now define the class of Hammerstein operators that will be of 
interest. We follow the terminology given in [l]. 
For any p, 1 <p < 00, and ~11 > 0 we denote by B,(O, a) the p-ball of 
radius 01 and center 0 (that is, f E B,(O, IX) if and only if N,( f) < a). Similarly, 
for the Banach space E, the E-ball of radius 01 > 0 will be designated by 
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B(0, a) C E. Let 4 be a function from Lp(S, E) into the scalars. For 6 > 0, 
a > 0, we define 
where the supremum is taken over all such finite sums with {BJ and {Bi) 
partitions of S from 2, {e,}, and {e,‘> elements from E, C eixB, , and JJ ei’xBi, 
both in B,(O, a) and C eixR, - 1 elxBi E B,(O, 6). Actually, DgJa may be 
defined for any function $J from Lp(S, E) into any Banach space Y simply by 
replacing the absolute value in the preceding expression by the norm in I’. 
For scalar-valued 4, we set 
II * /la = sup{1 $Qf)l:fc B,(O, 41, 
and for Y-valued $J, we set 
II ?I IL = sup{!/ #(f)l!Y :f E &@Y 4. 
That is, jj # ]lo1 just denotes the supremum of # restricted to the a-ball. 
We now define two scalar-valued set functions on the lattice 9a of relatively 
compact open subsets of S. Later, we will show that these functions may be 
extended to regular Bore1 measures. 
To this end, for 01 > 0, 6 > 0 and for every G E pa, we define 
h,,(G) = sup c I ~(~ih)l > 
where the supremum is taken over qi E K(S, I), 
%?G C Z(f,), and cl(Supp qi) pairwise disjoint, i = l,..., n. 
Similarly, for y > 0, we define for G E Z0 
b,,(G) = sup C I Ill(qifi) - 4(sZ’)l > 
where the supremum is over {qi , fi} and {qi’, fi’} as before, with the additional 
hypothesis that fi - ft’ E B,(O, y). 
It is clear that if z/ were both bounded and linear, then 
We denote by HP(D’(S, E)) all scalar-valued functions # on L”(S, E) that 
satisfy 
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(9 16(O) = 0, 
(ii> II 4 /Ia < a, 
(iii) lim D,t,& = 0 as S converges to 0, 
(3 #(f + fi + fi) = Nf +A) + Hf + f2> - 4(f) for all f, fi p 
and fi in Lp(S, E) such that the supports of fi and fi are disjoint, and 
(v) h,,,(G) < co for all GE 6pa. 
Operators 1,4 that satisfy conditions (i) and (iv) are called Hammerstein 
operators. Let HP(Lp(S, E), Y) be the set of all maps @ from Lp(S, E) into Y 
that satisfy (i), (ii), (iii), (iv), and the following version of (v): 
(v’> sup c ICYi’> v%7ifiD < a> 
where yi’ is in the topological dual Y’ of Y and where (qi , fJ and the supre- 
mum are as in (v). 
At this point it is convenient to make some remarks regarding our con- 
tinuity conditions on $ in contrast to those used in [9] and [lo]. Our condi- 
tion (ii) requires that # be bounded on the or-balls of Lp(S, E). Condition 
(iii), moreover, implies that 1,4 is uniformly continuous on NP-bounded sets of 
simple functions. Condition (v), as we have already mentioned, holds always 
for bounded linear maps $. 
If E is any Banach (function or otherwise) space, we designate by U(E, Y) 
the set of functions r from E into Y such that 
(i’) r(0) = 0, 
(ii’) 11 Yjlol = sup{Il r(e)[l: e E B(0, a)} < 00, and 
(iii’) D,Y, = sup{jj r(e) - r(e’)/l: e, e’ E B(0, ol), 11 e - e’ I/ < S} conver- 
ges to zero as S converges to zero. 
In general, this is not a linear space. Clearly HP(L~J(S, E)) C U(Lp(S, E), C) 
and HP(Lp(S, E), Y) C U(Lp(S, E), Y). By U,(E, Y), we denote the collection 
of restrictions of the functions r E U(E, Y) to the ball in E of radius 01 > 0 
and center 0. It will be clear from the context that (iii) and (iii’) are unam- 
biguous. 
To obtain a “nonlinear” integral representation for HP(LD(S, E)), we first 
need to define the semivariation and the S semivariation of a finitely additive 
set function from g into U(E, Y). 
Let v be such a finitely additive set function. For 01 > 0, S > 0, the semi- 
variation of v on S (see [ 1, 21) is defined to be 
= sup jliC v(&) ej Ij y : C X+e, E B(0, a); {Bj} C g a partition of S 1 
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and the 6 semivariation of v  is 
SVJV, , S] = sup 111 C [v(Bj) ej - u(B,‘) ej’] ,ir : (B,], {B,‘} Cg’, partition of S; 
1 xBjej , c xB;%' in BD(O? ah 1 xBjej - 1 xB,'ej' E%(O, "'\ . 
Let us assume now throughout that u is a finitely additive set function 
defined on g with values in U(E, Y) that in addition satisfies the following: 
(a) sv[u, , Sl < a, 
(b) SV~[LJ, , S] converges to zero as 6 converges to zero, 
(c) For each CY. > 0, the set function V, is regular, where u, denotes the 
restriction of u to the a-ball of E. 
We call such set functions u, a Nemytskii measure, and for such u, we may 
now define a “nonlinear” integral relative to V. 
DEFINITION 1. A simple E-valued function on S is a function of the form 
c eixB, j where {B,} is a finite subcollection of pairwise disjoint elements in 99 
and {ei} E E. For such functions and for Nemytskii measure u, let 
j (c eixBi) du = 1 u(&)ei . 
Now for f ED(S, E) and for any sequence {g,} of simple E-valued func- 
tions on S converging in the p-norm to it, we have that S = N,(g, - gm) 
converges to zero and 
By assumption, the right-hand side converges to zero as 6 = N,(g, - gm) 
converges to zero. Consequently, we may define the Nemytskii integral of 
f E Lp(S, E) relative to the finitely additive set function u from &J into U(E, Y) 
as 
jfdu = $zjgndu. 
Clearly the integral is well-defined, and sg, du is obtained by using the 
evaluation given previously. This integral gives us a representation of 
HP(LD(S, E)). 
For the purposes of this representation, let us denote by M[9#, U(E, C)] 
all Nemytskii measures u defined on 98 with range in U(E, C). 
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THEOREM 1. There is an algebraic isomorphism between HP(LP(S, E)) and 
ML% UP, C)l. If K is compact and if G,, E -Ecb, then for $ E HP(Lp(S, E)) and 
e E -6 II e II < 6, 
I 4(x& - v%w)l G 2b(G\K), 
where GELS, KCGCG,, qceC(S,I), KCQ(q,) and $?GCZ(q). I f  v  
is the isomorphic correspondent of #, then 
v(K) e = lim{#(q,e): G E PO, K C G C G,,}, 
where the limit is uniform relative to 11 e 11 < 6. The isomorphism is given by 
Moreover, 
4(f) = If  dv. 
II 4 I/E = SV[% 7 Sl 
&+4, = SV&J, Sl. 
To prove this theorem, the following lemmas are needed. To demonstrate 
the logical continuity more readily, we delay the proofs of the following 
statements until later. 
LEMMA 1. Let U be an open subset of S containing the compact set K. Let 
g E LP(S, E) be such that its support is contained in Y?K. Then for every E > 0 
there is an open subset V of S such &hat KC V C U, and there is a q E C(S, I) 
such that the support of q is contained in the %?K and such that if f  EL’(S, E) 
and if llf lip < llg IID, then 
I #(f + g) - !Nf + a9 < E9 
where I# is a jixed operator in HP(LP(S, E)). In fact, q may be chosen so that 
(k3lppq)C-I v= 0. 
LEMMA 2. Let 01, E, and 6 be positive real numbers. For each compact 
subset K of S there is an open subset U of S such that K C U. If  
f ,  g E B,(O, a) n B,(O, 6) and if (Supp g) C U\K, then for # E HP(Lp(S, E)), 
IvYf-td - $(f)l < 6. 
In particular, for such f  and g in LP(S, E) there is an open set U such that 
KC U and such that E(f, g) C U\K implies that I $J( f) - 4(g)] < E. 
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LEMMA 3. Let E, 01, 6 be positive real numbers. Let G1 and G, be in 2$ , and 
let K be a compact subset of S. If  f  E B,(O, a) n K(S, E) with 
then there exist q1 and q2 in K(S, I) such that cl(Supp qi) n cl(Supp qs) = ,E, 
(SUPP 41) C Gl Y (SUPP qs) C Gs and 
1$(f) - elf) - vGLf)l < E 
whenever D$*, < c/2, where y  = [p(cl(Suppf))]l/p. 
These are then used to demonstrate that the scalar-valued set functions 
b and L6.,, defined on 3’s may be extended to regular Bore1 measures. 
These measures will be used to evaluate a bound on the difference of 
# E HP(D(S, E)) at a continuous function and a characteristic function. 
LEMMA 4. For OL, 6, y  positive real numbers the scalar-valued set functions 
h a,6 and LB,Y may be uniquely extended to regular Bore1 measures. 
With this we are now in a position to establish an upper bound on 
I W) - !&)I * 
PROPOSITION 2. Let K be a compact subset contained in the set GE 2o , 
and for (Y, 6 > 0 let f and g be elements in K(S, E) n B,(O, a) n B,(O, S) such 
that E(f, g) C G\K and such that VG,, C Z(f) n Z(g) for some G, E so . Then 
for 4 E HP(LYS, E)), 
I 4(f) - P(g)1 < 2&((G\K) n Go). 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let I/ E IIP[Lp(S, E)], and let K be a compact subset 
of S with KC G,, E 6p0. For every G E 9s such that K C G C Go, let 
qo E C(S, 1) such that KC 0(qo) and %G C Z(qo). Fix e E E, and consider 
the limit of $(qoe) as G varies through all the elements in 9” for which 
KC G C G,, . We show that this limit exists. 
I f  Gr and Gs in 9a are two subsets of G,, containing K, pick 01 > 0 so that 
xG,e 6 B,(O, a). W e assume 11 e I/ < 6. By Proposition 2, we have 
1 $&Gle) - $&G,e)I < ~,&o\K). 
Since A,,, is regular, the right side of this inequality may be made arbitrarily 
small for suitable G,, . It follows that the limit exists uniformly. We denote 
this limit by 
v(K) e = lim{#(&e): KC G C G,, , GE -Eo,}. 
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The continuity of 4 in the p-norm yields that 
I +he) - t.%A d 2b(G\Q 
We now define a map r from E into the scalars C by 
de> = 44k4 e E E. 
Then r(0) = 0, and for y > 0, 
sup{/ r(e)l: e E W Y>> = wh%ke): e E B(O, Y>>, 
NP(qGe) < YK, where K = [p(GO)III~, and so 
sup0 r(e>l: e E W, Y>> < II $J IL < 00. 
In addition, 
sup{/ r(e) - r(e’)l: e, e’ in B(0, y); 11 e - e’ 11 < S} 
= w{I $bw) - 4bw’)l: e, e’ E W, Y); Ii e - e’ II < 8). 
Since 
N&w - qce’) < 8 . ‘5 
it follows that the sup{1 r(e) - r(e’)l: e, e’ in B(0, 6)) converges to zero as 6 
converges to zero. Thus, r E U(E, C), and by completeness it follows that 
u(K) E U(E, C). Let us note that for all 01 >, y . K, 
We now check that u is finitely additive on compact subsets. If Kr and K, 
are two disjoint such sets, let G, , G, E -Ep, be such that Ki C G, , i = 1,2. 
Let q1 = qc, and us = qc, be two functions in C(S, I) such that Ki C B(q,) 
and VG, C Z(qJ, i = 1, 2. By defining qlze = qle + q2e, for e E E we have 
I GG u KJ e - u(K) e - UP-G) e I 
< I 44 u KJ e - ~GwI + I #k14 - 44) e I + I vQ74 - 4&A e I 
< 2&,,,(G, ” G,\K ” KJ) + 2~mo,v(G1\~d + 2b,,,(G\&), 
where 01s > y. [cL(Gr) + p(G.#/P. By now picking G, and G, adequately, 
we obtain that 
1 u(K, u K,) e - u(K,) e - u(KJ e I < E 
for E > 0; that is, IJ is finitely additive on compact subsets of S. 
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We now extend our definition of v  to 9” . In particular for G E PO, define 
v(G) e = lim{v(K) e: K compact, KC Gj, e E E. 
Let 4, JG, and K, be nonempty compact subsets of S such that 
K. C Ki C G, i = 1, 2, where G is fixed in Y0 . The triangle inequality 
demonstrates that for e E E 
I GA e - 4&J e I < %,(G\KJ, 
where 01 > NP(Xce). Hence, v(G) e is a uniform limit over all e E E with 
II e II < Y. 
The extension of v  to g is now possible. We need to show that for e E E 
and BEi%? 
u(B) e = lim{u(G) e: G E so, B C G} = lim{u(K) e: KC B, K compact), 
where the limits are uniform over /( e // < 6, S > 0. To this end, suppose Gr 
and Ga are two elements in go contained in a fixed G, E z0 , which also 
contains the fixed element B E 37. Let K. be compact and K,, C B. The 
triangle inequality yields 
I v(G) e - 4GJ e I G ~2~,,dG\Ko) 
for S = N,(xo,e). I f  K,, C Kl C B and Kl also compact, again the triangle 
inequality yields 
I 4Gd e - 4G) e I < 12AAGo\Ko). 
Since h,,, is regular, the left side of the inequalities may be made arbitrarily 
small. Hence, v(B) e is the uniform limit as defined previously. 
Since v  is finitely additive on compact sets, a limit argument produces v  to 
be finitely additive on g. Another limit argument demonstrates that v  is 
regular on the ball E, C E of radius S and center zero. 
If  B E %? and e E E, then Xee may be approximated in the p-norm over 
compact subsets KC B. In turn xKe may be approximated in the p-norm by 
functions qce, where ho E C(S, I), G E P0 , KC O(qG), and VG C Z(q,). Thus, 
it is cIear that v(B) e = $&,e). Now 
svba , Sl = syp [ c QV ej ) = SUP 1 c Ic’(xB,4 / = SUP / ti (c x+) / 
j 
= II ti I!a , 
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where the suprema are taken as required in the definition. Also, 
svg[u, , S] = sup 11 u(&) ei - u(B,‘) ej’ / 
Thus, the limit SVJV, , S] = 0 as 6 converges to zero. 
In showing that u represents #, let Kr ,..., K, be a finite family of pairwise 
disjoint compact subsets. Then for e, ,..., e, in E, 
Let Z(S, E) be the subset of Lp(S, E) consisting of all simple functions. 
Since Z(S, E) is dense inLP(S, E), let {fn} b e a sequence in Z(S, E) converging 
in thep-norm tofELP(S, E). If 01 > N&J for all 71, then 
where 6 = N,(fn - fm). Thus, Jf du = lim j-fn du and #(f) = If du 
since # is continuous. 
On the other hand, suppose u is a finitely additive set function mapping a 
into U(E, C) such that u satisfies the aforementioned (a), (b), and (c). Define 
the map # from L*(S, E) into C by 
+(f) = If du, f EWJ% -V 
Our previous remarks establish this as being well defined, and moreover, if 
s,s,,s,~Z(S,E)with(Supps~)=A,,i=1,2,A,nA,=a,then 
s (s + ~1 + 4 du 
= jA1 (s+ sd u +s,,, 0 + 4 du 1 
= JAI ts f  sl> d” + j 
s\.41 
s du + js,,4, (S + S2) du f  IAl S du - 1 S du 
S 
= js (s + ~1) du + j (s + sp) du - js s du. 
Thus, 
q+ + Sl + 4 = v+ + Sl> +Yxs + 4 - #(s)* 
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The first part of the proof assists in demonstrating 
and D& = SV6[U, , S]. 
I f  ur and us are two such functions satisfying this equation, then (for the 
purposes of realizing uniqueness) let K be a compact subset contained in 
G,E 9a. For GE 2s such that KC G C G, , let qc E C(S, I) such that 
KC U(qo) and @?G C Z(gc). For e E E and 01 > [p(G,)]l’~’ I/ e 1: = K, we 
compute 
i = 1,2, 
where 6 = N,(xc,rcqce) < K. The regularity of p equalizes u,(K) with u,(K), 
whereas the regularity of ur and u2 equalizes ur with v2 on S?. This completes 
our proof. 
I f  @E HP(L”(S, E), Y), that is, if @ has its range in Y, then Theorem 1 
permits us to pursue a representation for @ if we utilize the concept of an 
adjoint of a nonlinear operator as defined in [3]. 
In pursuit of this, we note that the linear space HP(.V(S, E)) of functions # 
mapping the linear space L*(S, E) into the scalars has the property that for 
each 01 > 0 the restriction z+4, to B,(O, a) is bounded. Consequently, we may 
view the space HP(L*(S, E)) as a space of the type ES as described in [3] 
where the topology is that given by the seminorms 
for $ E HP[Lp(S, E)). 
The Hammerstein operators Sp E HP(L*(S, E), Y) also map bounded sets 
into bounded sets. Thus, the adjoint @’ of @ as given in [3] is well-defined. 
The &j&t @’ of @ is a mapping from the topological dual Y’ of Y into 
HP(Lp(S, E)) defined for f  ELP(S, E), y’ E Y’ by 
(@‘r’)f = (Y’, @p(f)) = (Y’ o @If. 
Considering the suprema as taken in condition (v’) of the definition of 
HP(LP(S, E), Y), we have 
sup 1 WY’) Sifi I = sup c KY’, @(!A$&1 * 
i i 
However, condition (v’) imposes finiteness on the supremum. We realize, 
then, that Cp’y’ is a Hammerstein operator from L*(S, E) into the scalars, and 
Theorem 1 applies. 
Let us take uy’ as the set function (via the isomorphism) corresponding to 
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WY’. A set function v  from 98’ into U(E, Y”) is defined for e E E, y’ E Y’, and 
BEgby 
<u(B) e, Y’> = w(B) e, 
where Y” is the second topological dual of Y. A simple verification shows 
that v  is finitely additive. Letting Yr’ be the unit ball of Y’, we compute 
s+, 3 S] = sup 111 C u(BJ ei Iiyx : 1 xB,ei E B(0, CC); (Bi} C &9 a partition 
= sup sup /I(C@Je~jy’)I :Y’EYI’/ 
= sup sup [ 1 1 u,,(Bi) ei / : y’ E Yl’/ 
= sup{sv[(uy’)ol , S]: y’ E Yr’} = sup{// @‘y’ /Ia: y’ E Yi’} 
= sup0 @‘r’,f>: y’ E Yl’,f~ B,(O, a)> = II @l/a . 
In a similar manner, one shows D,@= = svg[u, , S]. 
Theorem 1 establishes 
(Y’, @f> = WY’) (f) = If& - 
Thus, if the net {(yc’, y)}EEITI converges to (y’, y) for all y  E Y, then 
CJf h$Ln converges to sfduy, , that is, {( sf du, yE’)jEell converges to 
(Jfdu, y’) for all f in D(S, E). 
For the Banach space Y, let IM[g, U(E, Y)] be all those finitely additive 
set functions u from .9? into U(E, Y) that in addition to the previous condi- 
tions (a) and (b) satisfy also the following conditions (c’), (d), and (e). I f  
y’ E Y’ for each such u, we may define uIt from SE? into U(E, C) by 
u,!(B) e = (u(B) e, y’>, e E E, B E 2%‘. 
(c’) For each 01 > 0, the restriction (Q,)~ of uy to the a-ball B(0, a) 
(that is, u,,(B) restricted to B(0, CY.) for all B E C8) of E is regular. 
(d) For every y’ E Y’, sup(Ci 1 sqifi du,, I} is finite where the supre- 
mum is taken as in (v). 
(e> If the net {(yE’, Y>IMI converges to (y’, y) for all y  E Y, where 
{yi} and y’ are in Y’, then {( sf du, Y~‘)}~~~ converges to (J-f du, y’) for all 
fin Lp(S, E). 
THEOREM 2. There exists an algebraic isomorphism between HP(La(S, E), Y) 
and M[i, U(E, Y)]. This correspondence is given for di E HP(Lp(S, E), Y) and 
u E j’Ng, 4% VI by 
Q(f) = jf & f E-T& El. 
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In addition, for coyresponding @ and u, the following are true : 
(1) For every compact subset K of S, 
(u(K) e, y’) = lim{(y’, u&e)): G E 9a , G C Kj, 
where the limit is uniform for e E E, 11 e 11 -< 6, and qc E C(S, I), KC c(qG), 
VG C Z(sc), 
(2) II @ llol = SV[% > Sl, 
(3) W’cc = svdu, > sl, 
(4) @‘(y’) = Uy’ for y’ E Y’. 
Proof. It remains to show the converse; that is, we must assume that u 
is a finitely additive set function satisfying (a), (b), (c’), (d), and (e). We then 
define a map @ from Lr(S, E) into Y” by 
Q(f) = j-f dv. 
Condition (e) implies that the integral is a continuous functional on I” in 
the u(Y’, Y) topology. Thus, sf du E Y, and hence, @ E HP(Lp(S, E), Y). 
Since (u(K) e, y’) = v,,(K) e for K compact, e E E, y’ E Y’, Theorem 1 
implies (1). In addition, 
sup T KY’, %ifiDl = sup ; 1 j nifi dw ) < ~0, 
where the suprema are as in (v). Since ff du E Y and u(B) e = s xse du, 
B E 9?‘, e E E, it follows that u E U(E, Y). 
3. ADDITIONAL PROOFS 
Proof of Lemma 1. By Proposition 1, we pick g E K(S, E). Let oi = N,(g). 
Now for $ E HP(Lp(S, E)) and E > 0 there is a 6 > 0 such that for all 
fi , fi E L”(S, E) with fi and fi in B,(O, 201) and Np(fi - fi) < 6 . p[Supp g]l’p, 
I ?4fJ - #(fJl < 6. 
Let K,, = Z,(g). It is clear that K,, is compact and disjoint from K. Thus, we 
may separate K, and K by disjoint open sets V, and V such that K,, C V, and 
KC V C U. Moreover, there is a q E C(S, I) such that q(s) = 1 for all s E K,, 
and V CUV, C Z(q). Consequently, (Supp q) n V = QT. I f  h = g - qg, 
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then K, C Z(h), and %K,, C ‘%Z&) C VZ,(h). Hence, if G = (Suppg) n %K,, , 
then 
Thus, 
Kf + $2 - (f + %T)li. = II g - !E IID G p((SuPP g))“” 6, 
and 
rw+d -Kf+Qg)l -=cE. 
For any g ELP(S, E) by Proposition 1, we may choose a g, in K(S, E) 
such that the norm N,(gn -g) < (l/n). I f  f~L~(s, E), Ilfll, < !I g IID, 
then for sufficiently large n, llfil, < ljgla &, , and we may assume that 
(Supp g,J C C&K. Then in a fashion analogous to the first part we may obtain 
the desired result. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
We remark that since S is locally compact, we may have q with compact 
support by picking V,, with compact closure. Also, the previous proof 
demonstrates that q exists, provided that N,(f) <-[ 01 and N,(g) < CL 
Proof of Lemma 2. First, suppose the compact subset K is contained in the 
open set U and (Supp g) C K. If  g EL,$‘, q E K(S, I), and if UC O(q), then 
for all f  E Lp(S, E) one has 
!b(f - $9 - VW = $&If -d - Gf). 
In fact, we have 
%Z(q) C KC U C Z(q - l), 
and consequently, 
$qaf -- g> = #(f + (a - l)f - d = $4f + (Q - l)f) + P(f - d - G(f)* 
which shows the desired (*) for all q such that K C O(q) with qf E Lp(S, E) 
whenever f~Lp(s, E). In particular, q may be in L=(S, ~28, p). 
To prove the lemma, we assume it to be false. That is, we assume there is a 
compact subset K of S and positive real numbers, 01, E, 6 such that for every 
open set U,3 K there arefr and g, in B,(O, a) n B&O, S), (Supp gl) C U,\K, 
and 
I ?u + &) - wal 3 6. 
We select U, so that cl U, is compact. For such a K, U, , g, , and E as 
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above, Lemma 1 permits us to obtain an open set l/i C U, , a c/i E C(S, I) 
with (Supp ql) C V V C %?K, and 
I i(fl -i- 4181) - #(fl)l 3 42. 
This can be done since 
I #(fl + Sl> - #(fl + 41gd < 4. 
Since S is a regular Hausdorff space, we may obtain an open set U, such that 
KC U, C cl U, C Vr with cl U, compact. For U, , fi , and g, in B,(O, 01), 
n B,(O, 6) may be chosen so that (Supp ga) C U,\K, fi , and 
I Kfi + gz) - ?HfJI 3 E. 
By induction one obtains a sequence of open sets, {U,}, { Vnl}, and a sequence 
of functions {fn} and {h,} in B,(O, a) n B,(O, 6) such that 
KC U,+,Ccl U,n%V,l, and I #(fn + kc) - #(fn)I 2 42, 
where h, = qngn for qn and g, analogous to q1 and g, above. Since cl UI is 
compact, then so also are the cl U, and cl Vnl for all n. Again by the separa- 
tion axioms on S, we may select open sets Vnz and Vn3 such that 
u,,, c cl u,,, c vns c cl v,s c v,z c cl v,a c V,l c u, . 
We have that cl U, n UV,l C Vz-, - cl Vn2, where for n = 1 we take 
Ua3 = S. Let qn E K(S, I) such that V(Vt-,\cl Vnz) C Z(qn) and 
cl U,\V,l C Lo(q,). Via the last containment, the first part of our proof yields 
that 
#knfn + 4 - Ji4lnfn) = ?4fn + hJ - #(fnh 
and thus, j $(qnfn + h,) - #(qnfn)i > c/2. Hence, for some subsequence, 
It is not difficult to see that the supports of the qn are pairwise disjoint and 
that (Supp h,) C (Supp q,J. Now we have 
G 33 f lN+PP c?n,)ll’” 
k=l 
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and (Supp qnk) C Vin-,\cl Vi, C Unk-l\K. The regularity of p permits U, 
to be so chosen so that 26 C& [p( Unkpl\K)IIID < 01. Consequently: 
Ck, qn,fn, + hlLR and Ck qn,fn, are in B,(O, 4 and thus, 
1 c [ 5k,fn, + hn,) - + (c %%f%)] 1 
which is a contradiction. 
Proof of Lemma 3. Let Kl = K n VG, . Then Kl C G, , and we may 
pick an open set U, as in Lemma 2, with a = 2N,( f) and 6 = 2 11 f Ilm . We 
may assume that U, C Gi , and the cl U, is compact. Now pick open sets U, 
and U, such that 
K,C &Ccl i&C U,Ccl U,C U,, 
andletK,=KnVU,.ThenKaCG,,and 
K=(KnU,)u(KnVU,)CU,uK,CU,uG,. 
Let q E K(S, I) such that KC U(q) and %?(Ga u U,) C Z(q). Then 
%‘K C ‘+%(f ), and Ilf-qfll=(l-q)jlfll<& Choose a function 
q,’ E K(S, I) such that Kl C O(q,‘) and UU, C Z(q,‘). Since S is Tychonoff and 
since cl U, is compact, we may take a q2’ E C(S, 1) such that VU, C O(q,‘) and 
%? cl U, C Z(q,‘). (It may not be possible to obtain the closure of the support of 
qz’ compact.) Now 
and thus, 
VZ(q;) n %?.Z&‘) C U, n %T cl U, = 0, 
and 
%I’ + 421) = WI’) u %,‘), 
D(q, qh + 4) C ~W n ~%d) n VWd) C VI n @‘K . 
Now qf and q(qI’ + q2’)f are in K(S, E), and their supports are in U,\K, . 
Also, 
II P(41’ + q2’)f Ilm < 2 Ilf I/m = 6, 
~,Mql + q21)f 1 G 2ND(f) G % 
and qfe B,(O, a) n B,(O, 6), so 
I #(qf) - #(q(q1’ + q‘2’)f)l < 4. 
4=‘9/52/3-10 
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Since the support of qr’ and qa’ is disjoint, we have 
YMQl’ + %‘)fl = #Jbhtf1 t 1crh2’fl~ 
Let q1 = qqr’ and q2 := qqz’; then q1 and q2 are in K(S, I) with disjoint sup- 
ports. Thus, %Z(q,) C G, , 
‘KZ’(q,) C %X(q) n KZ-(q,‘) C (G, u U3) n %T cl U2 C G, , 
and 
I 54lf) - Mlf + 4lf)l < 42, 
with f and qf in B,(O, 01), 
ND(f - qf) = (J lif - !7f IP 4y < $4 
where y  is as defined in the statement of the lemma. This completes our 
proof. 
Note that the preceding proof holds for f d?(S, E) as long as the 
cl(Supp f) is compact. Also, the cl(Supp qJ and the cl(Supp q2) may be 
picked to be disjoint. 
Proof of Lemma 4. We show first that on ZO, h,,, is finitely subadditive 
and then that it is finitely additive and regular. Let E > 0, and choose qi E 
K(S, I) and fi E K(S, E) n B&O, 6) n B,(O, 01), i = l,..., n such that 
where z/ E HP(L*(S, E)) and G, , G, are (not necessarily disjoint) elements of 
9,. Let ICY = [p(Supp fi)]ll”, and let 71 > 0 be such that DVKizJa < c/2 for 
i = I,..., n. Then the set Ki = Z,(q,f,) C G, u G, for all i. According to 
Lemma 3, there are functions rr and r, in K(S, I) such that 
I Wifi) - Icr(Wifi) - ~(~,qifi)I < + 
and (Supp ri) C Gi , i = 1, 2, cl(Supp rr) n cl(Supp ra) = @. Thus, since 
Q?G, C Z(r,f,) and VG, C Z(r,f<), 
c I ?&ifJl + 6 < c I ?&i~lfi>l + c I ICI(W2fi)l + 26 
G L,(G) + L,,(G) + 2~. 
By taking the supremum on the left side, we have shown that 
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To show that hor,6 is finitely additive, let G1 and G, be disjoint elements in 
PO. Let fi E K(S, E) n B,(O, a) n &JO, S), i = l,..., n be such that 
%‘G, C Z(f,), and let hj E K(S, E) n B,(O, a) n &JO, a), j = l,..., m be such 
that VG, C Z(Q. For rj and qi in K(S, I), {cl(Supp qi)} mutually disjoint and 
{d(Supp rj)) mutually disjoint, we consider the sum 
g1 I #(4ifi)l + Fl I #(r$4 . 
This sum may be approximated by a sum of the same type with the added 
condition 
cl(Supp 4i) C Gl and cl(Supp rj) C G, 
i = l,..., n, j = l,..., m. 
Indeed, now we may let Ki = cl(Supp qi) and Ci == cl(Supp fJ. The regular- 
ity of p permits us to pick a compact set K,, C G, with p(G,\K,,) arbitrarily 
small. Choose qi’ E K(S, I) such that Ki n Ci n K, C U(q,‘) and %?Hi C Z(q,‘), 
where Hi E Y0 , K,, n Ki C Hi, cl Hi C G, , and (cl Hi}:=“=, are chosen to be 
pairwise disjoint. Then qifi and qi’qifi are close in p-norm if p(H,\K, n Ki) 
is small enough. The continuity of /J says that #(qifi) and #(q;qifi) are also 
arbitrarily close. Thus, without loss of generality, we may assume that 
cl(Supp qi) C G1 and cl(Supp rj) C G, . With these conditions, the previous 
sum is one appearing in the supremum operation for h,,,(G, u G,), and 
consequently, 
h&G, u G,) 2 4&G,) + L4’%). 
Finally, we show the regularity of A,,, . For E > 0 and G, E P,, , we must 
exhibit a compact set K C G, such that if G is any open set, KC G C G,; 
then h&G,,) < h,,,(G) + E. Choose pi and fi , i = I,..., n as previously so 
that 
For IQ = [~(Supp fi)]llp, let 7~ > 0 be such that DnKi#OL < c/272 for all 
i = l,..., n. I f  Ki = Z,(q,f,), then K = uKi C G, since VG, C n Z(f,). Let 
q E K(S, I) such that KC O(q), %G C Z(q), where G E 5$ and KC G C G,, . 
Now 
C I #(qiqfi)l < LdG). 
Since I/ qifi - qqifi I/m = (1 - q) // qifi llm), we have the left side of the 
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equality less than 6 on VKi and equal to zero on Ki . Hence, for 
4 = cwwfi), 
for all i, and so 
C I VXqifi>I + c/2 < C I $(qqifi)l + E < X,,,(G) + E. 
Thus, 
L,(G) -=c L,(G) + E. 
An analogous proof shows that ha,6,r is finitely subadditive, finitely additive, 
and regular on 9a. We do note that for GE Za, h,,,,,(G) < 2/\,,,(G) < co, 
and since 9s is dense in 2s, h,,, and &,B,v may be extended (uniquely) to 
regular Bore1 measures that are nonnegative (see [4, Theorem 2, p. 3471). 
Again we note that f~ K(S, E) may be deleted as long as d(Suppf) is com- 
pact. 
Proof of Proposition 2. Suppose Kl and K, are disjoint compact subsets 
of S with Kl u K, C E(f, g) and %‘(K, u KJ C %‘.Za(f - g), where f  and g 
are as in the hypotheses. If K = [p(G,,)] l/r’, then we will show that for y > 0 
To this end, let E > 0, 2a: > 0, 26 > 0, and choose as in Lemma 2 an 
open subset U 1 Kl . Without loss of generality, we assume that 
Kl C U C $?K2 for U E rr,, . Then again we may obtain open sets U, and Ua 
such that Kl C U, C cl U, C U, C cl U, C U. Let q1 E K(S, 1) such that 
Kl C U(q,) and VU, C Z(q,). Again, since S is Tychonoff, we may choose 
q2 E C(S, I) (it need not be in K(S, I)) such that CU C B(q,) and cl U, C Z(q.J. 
Now ‘+?.Z(q,) C %?lJ, C %? cl U, C Z(q,), so the (Supp ql) and (Supp qJ are 
disjoint. Moreover, %?( U\K,) C Z( 1 - (ql + qJ), so 
and 
vZ(f - (41 + qz) f) C U\K, 
I Q4f) - YYq1f) - dJ(qzf)l = 14(f) - $(f - u - (41 + !k!)lfI < E* 
A similar inequality may be shown for g. Thus, 
%,f, w) C =-(qJ n o(f, g) C UI n VK, n VK, C U\K, 7 
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and so 
I elf) - #(41g)l < E. 
If  K, C Z(f) n Z(g), then since Kr C Z(q,), an argument analogous to 
that used in Lemma 4 may be used to approximate ~sf and q,g in the p-norm 
by elements of the form qqsf and qq2g, where q E K(S, I). Thus, for E’ > 0 
one may obtain q so that 
I Y%k?f) - QG?g)l < I ~bhf) - ~k42dl + E’- 
Now on (Kr u Ks) u %?G,, , 11 qq2f - qq2g 11 = 0. On VK, n VK, n G,, , 
II mf - wzg II < 6 and we have 
~,(W,f - Wd’) < (IGo Ilf - g 11’ &)l” < Y ’ K. 
Thus, 
and 
I Kf) - #k)l G 3~ + E’ + b.v~(~~~ n =G n 6). 
In the general case when f  and g do not necessarily vanish on Kl or K, , 
consider then q2f and qzg, which do vanish on Kl . Then 
I ?442f 1 - ~(q2g)l d bdvK(~Kl n VK2 n Go). 
The desired inequality follows through the use of the triangle inequality. 
To finish the proof of the proposition, suppose D(f, g) C G\K, and let 
K, be any compact set containing G, . Then 
K u (VG n 6) C E(f, g> 
and 
I $(f 1 - #(g)l G b,d~K n & n VG n Go) 
G &,,(G u g&\K) G &dW n Go). 
This completes the proof. 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Let us now take a look at two examples to emphasize our conditions 
further. One might think that our conditions either on DG[@,J or SV~[V, , S] 
are so strong that they would force the linearity of 0 or u, respectively. The 
following simple examples show that this precisely is not the case. 
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EXAMPLE 1. DG[@J converging to zero and @ not linear. Let /L be a finite 
measure, and let 1 < Y  < p. Then L,P(S, B’, CL) CLET(S, g, I*), and the topo- 
logy ofP(S, E) is stronger than that ofL’(S, E) (see [lo, p. 2401). Let 
@co = j IfIr fELyT, E). 
Clearly @ is not linear. Let {&}r=, and {B,‘},“=, be partitions of S from B’ with 
{ei}FZ, and {e,‘}FZ1 in E. Let 
VI = 1 XB,% and 9)~ = 2 xBi’el, 
and assume NP(yl) ,( 01, NP(plZ) d a, and N,(~J, - yZ) d 6. Then 
which converges to zero as u goes to zero. Since the topology of Lr(S, E) 
is stronger than the relative topology on Lp(S, E) obtained from Lr(S, E), we 
have that D,[@J converges to zero. 
EXAMPLE 2. sva[um , S] converging to zero and v not linear. Let p, Y, 
and other notation be as in Example 1. Define 
@) e = xB 
i 
I e I2 dp, BEST’, eEE. 
Then u is not linear, and 
which again converges to zero as 6 does. Thus, sv,[u, , S] converges to zero. 
It is now possible to consider characterizations of various classes of opera- 
tors (compact, weakly compact, etc.). Also, it is possible to show the intrinsic 
relationship between the representations as mentioned in the introduction 
(Sect. 1) (as given in [lo]) an d our representation via a Nikodym type theorem. 
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